
Saturna 4020TLED Mini Wall Arm

MODEL LAMP VOLT COLOUR 

4020T 25L 1 x 25 watts
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Luminaire uses chip-on-board LED
technology with a fully sealed 
silicone optic. Optic provides 70° beam
angle and 93% efficiency. IP65 rated 
optical compartment.

The Saturna mini wall arm is listed 
for use in wet locations to UL and 
CSA Standards. 

LED life = 50,000 hours L70 @ 25°C 
ambient.
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EXTERIOR

OPTIONS

*Standard configuration unless otherwise specified

SAMPLE CATALOG NUMBER:  4020T - 25L - 40 - 120 - CLR - WT
Using this catalog number would order 1 model 4020TLED mini wall arm with a 25 watt LED lighting engine in 4000K wired to 120 volts with a clear polycarbonate lens,
painted white texture polyester powder coat. 
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Luminaire is designed to mount to an 
exterior wall surface. The mounting 
plate is attached to the wall using 
appropriate bolts and anchors (by 
others). Unit is designed to cover a 
recessed 4" octagon j-box. Wall 
canopy hooks on to mounting plate 
and is locked by two set screws at 
bottom. Chaulking is required (by 
others) across top and down sides of 
wall canopy to exclude moisture.

Materials
Arm fitter and top cap: Cast 
aluminum. Protective lens: Clear UV 
stabilized polycarbonate. Vertical 
ribs: Heavy aluminum. Arm: Extruded 
aluminum. 

Electrical Components
Driver: Constant current, 120 - 277 
volt AC input. Light engine: 
Chip-on-Board LED with silicone 
optic, 80 CRI standard. 


